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Abstract Inductive program synthesis addresses the

problem of automatically generating (declarative) re-

cursive programs from ambiguous specifications such

as input/output examples. Potential applications range

from software development to intelligent agents that

learn in recursive domains. Current systems suffer from

either strong restrictions regarding the form of inducible

programs or from blind search in vast program spaces.

The main contribution of my dissertation [4] is the algo-

rithm Igor2 for the induction of functional programs.

It is based on search in program spaces but derives can-

didate programs directly from examples, rather than

using them as test cases, and thereby prunes many pro-

grams. Experiments show promising results.

1 Introduction

Programs writing programs are an old vision of com-

puter science and have important potential applica-

tions in software development, end-user programming

and autonomous intelligent agents.

One direction of automated programming is induc-

tive program synthesis or inductive programming (IP)

where the problem specification, typically some exam-

ples of input/output behavior, is incomplete. IP is well-

suited for end-user programming as end users are typ-

ically unfamiliar with formal specification. IP could fit

smoothly into test-driven development by regarding test

cases as incomplete specifications based on which proto-

types are generated. In the field of intelligent agents, IP

fits into the area of agents that learn from experience to
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improve on future problems. Unlike standard machine

learning, IP focuses on recursive “models” learned from

few consistent, meaningful, structured data (lists, trees,

etc.) where also the function value is structured rather

than merely a class or a vector of real numbers.

Existing IP systems can be classified according to

two general approaches. Analytical methods detect re-

current patterns in I/O examples and generalize them

to recursive (Lisp) functions. This line of research was

pursued until mid-1980s [9], experienced a short revival

in inductive logic programming, and was resumed and

combined with universal planning in [8]. Recent work in

this tradition is [5]. Most recent systems are generate-

and-test based [6,3], i.e., generate lots of candidate pro-

grams and test them against given examples. Analytical

methods are faster since they do not rely on search in

program spaces, but are strongly restricted: Programs

can, e.g., be linear-recursive and built from constructors

and selectors only; I/O examples need to be complete

up to some complexity. On the other hand, searching

in unrestricted program spaces is computationally de-

manding and heuristics are difficult to define since ef-

fects of program manipulations can hardly be predicted.

IP is thus not yet applicable to real problems.

The main contribution of my dissertation is the al-

gorithm Igor2 to induce functional programs. It lever-

ages complementary strengths of both approaches by

combining search in fairly unrestricted program spaces

with analytical techniques to generate candidates. Us-

ing search allows for relaxing the restrictions of analyt-

ical methods while data-driven program construction

guides the search. Igor2 can use background knowl-

edge (BK) and automatically invents subfunctions. It

finds complex recursion schemes like that of Ackermann

or the mutual-recursive definition of odd/even. Found so-

lutions are assured to correctly compute the examples.

http://www.springerlink.com/content/06555012u168h767/
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Listing 1 Examples for the Rocket planning problem

1 rocket( nil , s) → move(s)
2 rocket((o1 nil ) , s) → unload(o1, move(load(o1, s)))
3 rocket((o1 o2 nil ) , s) →

unload(o1, unload(o2, move(load(o2, load(o1, s)))))

Listing 2 Strategy for rocket induced by Igor2 in 0.012 sec

rocket( nil , s) → move(s)
rocket((o os) , s) → unload(o, rocket(os, load(o, s)))

2 IGOR2

Igor2 induces recursive functional programs from sets

of I/O examples for target functions and BK. Target

functions are to be induced whereas background func-

tions are assumed to be implemented already and may

be used. I/O examples may contain (∀-quantified) vari-

ables such that one “I/O pair” represents all its in-

stances. Induced programs as well as I/O pairs are rep-

resented as constructor (term rewriting) systems (CSs).

Informally, a CS is a set of equations, read from left to

right as (rewrite) rules, over a first-order algebraic sig-

nature that is partitioned into defined functions (roots

of the left-hand sides) and constructors. The argument-

terms, built from constructors and variables, of the de-

fined functions at the heads of the left-hand sides (LHSs)

are called pattern. CSs are a basic form of functional

programs, excluding higher-order functions.

Let’s see how Igor2 works by sketching the in-

duction of a strategy for rocket [10], a simple bench-

mark problem in automated planning. The problem is

to transport a number of objects from earth to moon

where the rocket can only move in one direction. The

solution is to load all objects, fly to the moon and un-

load the objects. The assumption now is that a planner

already solved the problem for zero to two objects.1 The

problem instances and plans are then translated to ex-

ample inputs and outputs for Igor2 (Listing 1).2 The

objects are provided as a list (constructors nil , empty

list, and an “empty syntax” constructor to “cons” an

object to a list). The variable s denotes a state, similar

to situation calculus. From the three examples, Igor2

induces the recursive strategy as shown in Listing 2.

Since target concepts are specified ambiguously in

inductive inference, the best an inductive reasoning sys-

tem can do is to produce a (largely) consistent hypoth-

1 The instance for zero objects is a bit artificial. We chose
it to keep the example as simple as possible, but it may be
skipped and replaced by the three objects instance.
2 This is currently done by hand.

esis and hence needs a criterion, an inductive bias, to

chose one of the possible hypotheses. Igor2’s bias is to

prefer fewer conditions, i.e., fewer patterns in the LHSs

of a CS. Thus, Igor2 starts with a hypothesis consist-

ing of only one single rule (no conditions at all) per tar-

get function—the least general generalization (LGG) [7]

of its examples. The LGG for the rocket examples is

rocket(os, s) → s ’.

The variable os results from the different constructors

nil and at the same position in the example rules.

The variable s ’ results from the different symbols move

and unload. This initial hypothesis is unfinished due to

the variable s ’ that does not occur in the LHS such that

the rule does not represent a function. Now Igor2, in

principle, applies three refinement operators in parallel

to that initial rule: (i) It refines the pattern (LHS) by

a set of disjoint more specific patterns; (ii) it considers

unfinished subterms of the RHS as new subproblems;

(iii) it replaces the RHS by a (recursive) function call.

These operations are data-driven so that many refine-

ments can be ruled out a-priori. In particular, for our

initial rocket rule, operators (ii) and (iii) do not apply:

Since the RHS consists of a single variable, there are

no proper subproblems to deal with. Further, since no

example RHS subsumes another one, a recursive call of

rocket as replacement for s ’ can be ruled out. It remains

the first operator. Igor2 detects that the pattern vari-

able os results from the different constructors nil (1st

example) and (2nd, 3rd example) and partitions the

examples accordingly such that the first goes into one

subset and the remaining two into a second one. The

single initial rule is then replaced by initial rules of the

two subsets, leading to the refined hypothesis:

rocket ( nil , s) → move(s)
rocket ((o os) , s) → unload(o, s ’)

The second rule is unfinished again. Since the variable

s ’ now occurs as a proper subterm in the RHS, it can be

dealt with as a subproblem. Therefore, Igor2 replaces

s ’ by a call to a new subfunction sub,

rocket((o os) , s) → unload(o, sub((o os) , s)) ,

and takes as examples for it the appropriate subterms

of the RHSs of the corresponding rocket examples:

sub((o1 nil ) , s) → move(load(o1,s))
sub((o1 o2 nil ) , s) → unload(o2,move(load(o2,load(o1,s))))

The refinement step is finished by computing an initial

rule for sub and adding it to the rocket hypothesis:

rocket( nil , s) → move(s)
rocket((o os) , s) → unload(o, Sub((o os) , s))
sub((o os) , s) → s ’

The rule for sub remains unfinished. At this step, the

RHSs of both sub examples are subsumed by an RHS
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Listing 3 swap, induced from 6 examples in 6.82 sec

swap (x0 : x1 : xs , 0, 1) → x1 : x0 : xs
swap (x0 : x1 : x2 : xs , 0, n+2) →

swap (x1 : swap (x0 : x2 : xs , 0, n+1), 0, 1)
swap (x0 : x1 : x2 : xs , n+1, m+2) →

x0 : swap (x1 : x2 : xs , n, m+1)

of the rocket examples. Particularly, move(s) (RHS of

1st rocket example) subsumes move(load(o1, s)) (RHS of

1st sub example) by substitution {s 7→ load(o1, s)}; and

unload(o1, move(load(o1, s))) (2nd rocket example) sub-

sumes unload(o2, move(load(o2, load(o1, s)))) (2nd sub ex-

ample) by {o1 7→ o2, s 7→ load(o1, s)}. This indicates that

the sub examples might be computed by calling rocket.

Igor2 now applies the found substitutions to the re-

spective LHSs of the rocket examples and then tries to

generate a term over the pattern variables that maps

the LHSs of the sub examples to the substituted LHSs

of the rocket examples. The found term,

(os, load(o, s)) ,

is taken as the argument of the rocket call:

rocket( nil , s) → move(s)
rocket((o os) , s) → unload(o, sub((o os) , s))
sub((o os) , s) → rocket(os, load(o, s))

Since sub is not recursive, it can be eliminated by un-

folding, leading to the solution stated in Listing 2.

3 Experiments

I implemented Igor2 in the interpreted, rewriting based

language Maude [1] and ran several experiments on an

Intel Dual Core 2.33 GHz, 4GB RAM, Ubuntu machine.

Igor2 induced correct definitions, partly by invent-

ing recursive subfunctions, of several standard functions

for natural numbers and lists, among them = and ≤,

add and factorial (with mult as BK), reverse , take, drop,

zip, and quicksort (with append and partition as BK).

Also the Ackermann function was correctly induced (in

3 sec from 17 examples). Another successfully induced

problem was swapping two elements in a list, indicated

by their indices, e.g., swap([a,b,c,d] , 2, 4) → [a,d,c,b].

It was specified by 6 examples (no BK), restricted to

cases where the given indices occurred in the list, were

different, and the first index was the smaller one. List-

ing 3 shows the induced solution.

Igor2 also correctly induced functions on lists of

lists, among them weave (Listing 4), which takes a list

of lists and produces a (flat) list by taking, in rotation

over the inner lists, one element after the other from

the inner lists—the first element of the first list, then

Listing 4 weave, induced from 11 examples in 33.35 sec; note
the automatically invented recursive subfunction sub36 that
drops the first element of the first list and rotates the lists

weave (nil ) → [ ]
weave ((x:xs) : : xss) → x : weave (sub36((x:xs) : : xss))
sub36 ((x: [ ] ) : : nil ) → nil
sub36 ((x: [ ] ) : : (y:ys) : : xss) → (y:ys) : : xss
sub36 ((x:y:xs) : : nil ) → (y:xs) : : nil
sub36 ((x:y:xs) : : (y:ys) : : xss) →

(y:ys) : : sub36 ((x:y:xs) : : xss)

Listing 5 Example of Towers of Hanoi for three discs

Hanoi(3, a, b, c, s) →
move(1, a, c, move(2, b, c, move(1, b, a,
move(3, a, c,
move(1, c, b, move(2, a, b, move(1, a, c, s)))))))

Listing 6 Recursive solution of the Towers of Hanoi, in-
duced from 3 examples in 0.08 sec

Hanoi (1, a, b, c, s) → move (1, a, c, s)
Hanoi (n+1, a, b, c, s) → Hanoi (n, b, a, c,

move (n+1, a, c,
Hanoi (n, a, c, b, s)))

the first element of the second list etc. up to the first

element of the last list, then the second element of the

first list, the second element of the second list etc.

As a last example consider the famous Towers of

Hanoi. The solution for three discs and the general re-

cursive solution are illustrated in Figure 1. The recur-

sive solution (Listing 6) was induced by Igor2 from

the solutions for one to three (Listing 5) discs.

Despite the remarkable positive results there are

rather simple functions that could not be induced. Con-

sider, e.g., multiplication of two natural numbers, rep-

resented by 0 and succ. The recursive case uses add:

mult (n+1, m) → add (mult (n, m), m)

If add is given as BK, Igor2 could principally find the

correct definition for mult yet failed to find it within

three minutes since there is too less structure in the

I/O examples to effectively prune the program space.

If add is not given, then mult is not in the considered

program space at all because the particular form of the

rule does not allow for an automatic invention of add.

This is because Igor2 can currently only invent sub-

functions that either compute proper subterms of an

output or arguments of a (recursive) call of another

function. Since add is called at the root of the RHS of

mult, neither case applies. This restriction is due to the

analytical construction of rules.
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Fig. 1 The Towers of Hanoi : The solution for three discs, corresponding to Listing 5, at the left-hand side (the arrows
represent moves of single discs) and the general (recursive) solution, corresponding to Listing 6, at the right-hand side (arrows
1 and 3 represent recursive calls)

4 Conclusions and Future Work

IP is a challenging research field with various important

potential applications. Igor2 is an attempt to relax

the overly strong restrictions of analytical methods to

a large extent without reverting to generate-and-test.

Experiments show positive results. The reviewed, suc-

cessfully induced problems are out of scope of former

analytical systems and to the best of my knowledge, no

other work reports on the successful induction of similar

complex recursive functions in similar reasonable time.

However, the synthesis operators still rule out certain

program forms and if the I/O examples do not con-

tain sufficient structure then the breadth-first search of

Igor2 becomes intractable. Future work must improve

the search operators and the general search strategy.

One serious disadvantage of analytical techniques

including Igor2 is the requirement for sets of I/O ex-

amples that are complete up to some complexity. This

often compels the programmer/specifier to think about

missing I/O pairs even if a meaningful I/O pair, that

would suffice for a generate-and-test method, is already

provided. On the logical side, this problem could be

tackled by introducing and reasoning with ∃-quantified

variables in example outputs. To generally become more

robust with regard to missing or erroneous information,

as generally present in real-world AI problems, proba-

bilistic reasoning need to be integrated into analytic IP.

An extension of Igor2 that has already been worked

on by Martin Hofmann (e.g. [2]) is the integration of

higher-order functions like map/filter/reduce. Those func-

tions encapsulate useful, terminating recursion patterns

such that function definitions become more compact

and hence are easier to find. Moreover, they allow for

better analysis of the class of inducible functions.
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